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On December 15 and 16, 2002, the Hashemite Kingdom of Jordan held an Open Source Software Workshop, sponsored in part by the U.S. Agency for International Development and hosted by the Information Technology Association of Jordan. I was one of the speakers. Two gentlemen from Microsoft also spoke. I was in favor of Linux and Open Source. They weren't.

The workshop's organizers had asked me to bear in mind, when preparing my presentation, that Linux and Open Source were almost unknown in Jordan. I told them this was not so; that the only two major countries in the world from which I had not gotten email from Linux users were North Korea and Afghanistan, and that there was a small but rapidly growing group of Linux and Open Source devotees in Amman, the Jordanian capital city where the conference was held.

Indeed, before departing the U.S. for Amman on December 12 I was already in contact with several Linux users there who were in the process of organizing a local LUG (Linux User Group) and hoped to meet informally during the workshop and plan future LUG activities.

Linux use is not always visible to officiladom

Even though the Jordanian government's Ministry of Information and Communications Technology was not officially aware of the amount of Linux and Open Source use in the country, over half of the workshop attendees who responded to a "knowledge of Open Source" survey included in their workshop registration packets noted that they or their companies were familiar with and, in many cases, already using Linux, Mozilla, Sendmail, Apache, OpenOffice or other popular Open Source packages.

I was not surprised by this. I knew that, if nothing else, IBM, through its local sales partner, UB M, has been pushing Linux and Open Source as heavily in Jordan as everywhere else. Indeed, IBM used the OSS Workshop to announce the opening of a new Linux Lab -- under their corporate sponsorship -- at the University of Jordan. So even if the top ranks in Jordan's industry and government were not yet Linux and Open Source-aware, the academic computing and hands-on techie crowds in Amman were already as fascinated with Open Source as their counterparts in the rest of the world.

How Open Source can help Jordan become a software exporter

This was the topic I talked about most heavily. Jordan is an Arab country that has no oil reserves and is, therefore, comparatively poor even though it has a bright and -- by the region's standards -- well-educated population. King Abdullah II has said he'd like to see Jordan become the world's leading producer of Arabic-language software. Obviously, software that can be developed strictly in Jordan from an Open Source base is better for the Jordanian economy than working with foreign proprietary software companies that demand an endless stream of royalties. Not only that, the licensing complexities that surround the use of proprietary code these days can lead to more employment for lawyers than programmers, and Jordan is interested in exporting software, not legal paperwork.

The other obvious advantage of using Open Source programming tools is their low cost -- usually zero or so, whether you are counting in Jordanian Dinars or U.S. dollars -- that allow non-rich Jordanians (a designation that includes, conservatively, 95% of the country's population) a fair chance to learn to program competently and create useful software.
Jordan is one of the many countries where the cost of proprietary software is simply out of reach for most local entrepreneurs and even most government agencies. Sysadmins and programmers here typically earn between $300 and $600 per month, so if it takes a few weeks -- or even a few months -- longer for an admin to learn how to set up Apache than a proprietary server product, the license cost saving for one server, once, makes the extra effort more than worthwhile. And, of course, once that knowledge is gained it carries on to the next project, and so on.

In the past, Jordanians have simply used illegal copies of whatever proprietary software they needed, but the BSA is now stepping up its anti-piracy efforts in the Middle East, so commercial and government software users in the region are no longer able to safely follow this pattern even though knockoffs of Windows and other proprietary programs are still widely for sale in local computer stores for personal use.

Indeed, casual conversations I had with several workshop participants lead me to believe that the BSA is one of the greatest forces behind the spread of Open Source Software in the Middle East. The group's representatives in this part of the world may not consider increasing Open Source popularity a primary part of their mission, but it is one of the most visible results of their activities.

So here's Jordan, trying to build not only a domestic software and IT industry, but trying to become a net software exporter and -- just possibly -- the dominant 'software power' in the Arab world. This is not an industry that can be built on illegal software. At the same time, paying licensing fees or royalties to U.S. and European proprietary software companies cuts into the profits Jordanian software developers hope to earn either by creating original Arabic-native software or Arabizing existing software. In Jordan's case, Open Source is the obvious way to go. And I said so, several times, over the course of two days, to an extremely receptive audience.

Many speakers, mostly saying the same thing

Although I was listed as keynote speaker, I felt others had more important things to say even though most of us delivered pretty much the same message: 'Linux and Open Source are good for Jordan.'

There were two other Americans on the dias. Tony Stanko is associate director of George Washington University's Cyberspace Security Policy & Research Institute and organizer of the Washington-based Center for Open Source in Government. Tony primarily discussed Open Source in government, one of his primary areas of expertise. Peter Gallagher is President of devils, a company that specializes in Open Source-based software and Web development for government and industry in the U.S. and many other countries, including Jordan. Peter spoke primarily about Open Source opportunities for entrepreneurs and small businesses, an economic sector Jordan's government is working hard to develop.

Khaled Al-Ghonaim, Chairman of the Saudi Computer Society and one of the Middle East's best-known computer security experts, spoke of the security advantages Open Source software enjoys over Closed Source, and discussed elegantly on the advantages of GPL and other Open Source and Free Software licenses. His formal presentation and informal remarks proved just how international the Open Source mindset can be and just how similar the thought patterns of leading-edge computer scientists all over the world can be; although Khaled was dressed in traditional, flowing white Saudi Arabian robes and headdress, everything he said could just as easily have come from the mouth of a network security expert in New York or Amsterdam, or China or Australia or India.

Jamel Eddin Sghaler, of Red Hats affiliate in Tunisia, sounded the same as any Red Hat rep anywhere. The several IBM speakers sounded like IBM people. The person from Sun Microsystems sounded like any other Sun spokesperon, and so on.

Dr. Barbara Held of the German Ministry of the Interior could just as easily have given her talk about how her agency saves money and operates more efficiently with Linux than with Windows in San Francisco as in Amman.

And the Microsoft representatives put out the same FUD in Jordan we've heard in every other country where Microsoft is worrying about the growing popularity of Linux and Open Source.

Microsoft at an Open Source conference?

Yes, Microsoft was not only there, but was a major sponsor. And why not? Microsoft now has booths at LinuxWorld expos, advertises regularly on Linux and Open Source Web sites, and generally has been working for the last year or two to increase its corporate visibility in Linux and Open Source circles, often without directly using words like "cancer" or "evil" when talking about Linux or the GPL.

But in Jordan, Microsoft was not talking politely about interoperability or making a pleasant, "Can't we all just get along?" pitch. Instead, Microsoft representatives Nasser Ghaizi and Yasser Zehidin talked nothing but bad about Open Source, Linux, and Free Software. They even trotted out lines from the legal disclaimer the U.S. Securities and Exchange Commission requires Red Hat to show potential investors about possible patent lawsuits regarding Linux as "proof" that Linux is not safe for businesses to use, while neglecting to note that Microsoft's own prospectus contains similarly dolorous language about one aspect or another of the company's chances for future growth and prosperity, so do prospectuses and annual reports from all U.S. public companies.

The "many eyes make all bugs shallow" Open Source development cred was refuted with comments (disguised as questions) about how it is better to have professionals with professional-quality debugging tools checking mission-critical code than it is to rely on all those rag-tag Open Source developers. This was during one of my presentations. I noted that the Microsoft person didn't allow for the possibility of Open Source developers using not just eyeballs but sophisticated debugging tools, but did not pursue the issue in depth. It didn't seem worth much of a response.

And never forget: According to the Microsoft people, Jordan and its people are better off relying on Microsoft as a business partner, and if looking at the source code is all that important, we have a Shared Source program
that has given glimpses of Microsoft's work to thousands of academic and corporate users.

So there!

**We dared not speak its name**

In the conference's early hours, speakers were warned not to directly knock Microsoft; that there had been complaints about negativity toward this fine conference sponsor. This led to a lot of rather silly verbal dancing in both Arabic and English -- at least on the part of the Open Source advocates, because the Microsoft people certainly had no problem going on the attack.

I had warned the audience during my introduction that they were going to hear plenty of FUD from proprietary software interests (which I carefully did not name), and this warning proved to be necessary as the workshop's agenda unfolded. But it was good that the Open Source people left most of the attacking to the proprietary people, and only responded when directly provoked.

When the Microsoft (marketing) people started quoting Red Hat's SEC material, they soon found out that Tony Stancz is not just a smiling, slightly plump academic Open Source advocate but is also a former SEC attorney who knows more about investment disclaimer requirements than they ever will. They also found that there are plenty of Open Source users and advocates in Jordan who are not going to let disinformation pass unchallenged, and that a fair number of the local Open Source people had shown up at this conference.

**Suits vs. Techie**

Business attire is more common among programmers and sysadmins in Jordan than it is in the U.S., but there was a definite 'suits vs. techie' divide (in the symbolic sense) between the two 'halves' of the audience at this OSS workshop, and it was a nearly 50/50 split, with Open Source-using tech people on one side and policy people who are still learning about Open Source on the other.

The policy people weren't hostile; they were there to learn. But a lot of what they were hearing was new and strange to them, and it is hard to describe all the differences between Open Source and proprietary software cultures in a few hours to someone not intimately familiar with either one, and many attendees had heard far more misinformation than solid information about Linux and other Open Source software before the conference began.

One brilliant idea -- instigated and implemented by Peter Gallagher -- was the distribution of hundreds of 'no installation required' Knoppix Linux demo CDs to attendees. These CDs drew unsolicited rave reviews from more than a few of the non-technical people there who tried them.

(Knoppix is one of the most effective Linux advocacy tools there is these days, whether the advocacy is taking place in Jordan or Germany.)

'I didn't know you could do all that with Linux or that it was so easy to use!' is a common exclamation from people whose first exposure to Linux is through Knoppix. Describing the wonders of Linux and Open Source verbally is one thing, but showing those wonders directly -- and actively encouraging people to copy and share Knoppix CDs -- is better than all the podium-pounding and pro-Linux slide shows in the world, especially with audiences whose members routinely use computers at work but do not necessarily have a deep understanding of what goes on behind the monitor screen.

**The most important presentation**

My presentation wasn’t particularly important, nor were those given by other guests from afar. As far as I was concerned, the single most important speaker was Isam Bayazidi, leader of the Jordan-based Arabeyes Project, a group that provides Arabic support for a growing number of Open Source projects. Isam is your basic Linux user and Open Source project leader, same as others of his ilk all over the world: young, smart, dedicated, and happily building a productive international development team and user base without any help, pay or recognition from government, academia or business.

Isam is also spearheading an effort to form a LUG in Jordan. For him, as well as for other local Linux and Open Source users, this OSS Workshop served as a meeting ground and an opportunity to exchange business cards and contact information.

Wherever you go, people like Isam are the heart of the Open Source movement, willing to organize projects and make them work, often devoting more time and passion to (unpaid) Free Software advocacy and development than many employees of proprietary software companies do to their (paid) jobs. Isam is not alone in Jordan. There are others like him there -- and now the government knows they exist and may actually help them with funding and other resources. And where could a LUG find a better place to meet than the brand-new IBM-sponsored Linux lab at the University of Jordan that was announced during the workshop?

**Open Source in the developing world**

I was tempted to tell our hosts that if they talked strongly enough about supporting Linux and Open Source, they might be able to get substantial donations from Microsoft and the Bill and Melinda Gates Foundation.

But I held my tongue. There was no need for this kind of vociferosity. The reality -- as mentioned in several articles about this conference in the Jordan Times and in many articles published elsewhere about the spread of Open Source in the developing world -- is that the worldwide IT ecosystem has plenty of room in it for both proprietary and Open Source software.

During my presentation I tried to make it clear that it is both feasible and possible to run commercial software on top of a free operating system like GNU/Linux, and that it is just as feasible to run Open Source software like OpenOffice or Apache on top of a proprietary operating system like Windows. Using software with one type of license does not preclude using software with a different kind of license either in a company's overall operation or on a single computer's hard drive.
Most other workshop speakers also tried to make this point. Common sense dictates that software choices by government, academia, and industry should ideally be made on the basis of which package best suits a particular need, not because one kind of software license claims to be morally superior to another or because a particular software development model best serves an individual software vendor’s corporate interests.

Jordan’s Ministry of Information and Communications Technology is officially neutral toward Open Source.

But, as one Ministry employee involved in software selection for Jordan’s eGovernment initiative pointed out, “Not all software decisions are purely technical, here or anywhere else. There is almost always some political pressure involved.”
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Education (Score:0)

by Anonymous Reader on 2002.12.24 7:54 (#37609)

In countries like jordania there is a lack of educational material. Sent Knoppix-Cds to universitys, educational workshops, sent you old linux books to a bookstore in jordania. User related software training material, that is what they need.

Politicians talk in these countries but don’t do anything.

Re:Education by Anonymous Reader (Score:0) 2002.12.25 14:53

Re:Education by Anonymous Reader (Score:0) 2002.12.26 15:41

Good thing you didn’t (Score:0)

by Anonymous Reader on 2002.12.24 9:34 (#37621)

go down the “getting donations from microsoft road.”

I bet these people would have tried to play that game, only to get burned later.

The one point you didn’t talk about is “Why should you give money to an [evil] American company?” I’d think that coming up with an Arab distribution and developing stuff for that specifically, would hold a lot of water for them. Keep more money in jordan, let going out to the U.S.

Re:Good thing you didn’t by Anonymous Reader (Score:0) 2002.12.25 9:03

what’s truly interesting here (Score:0)


is that if a country like jordan develops technologically, then you will see economic development, the spread of information, and an exchange with israel, clearly the trech leader in the middle east.
what better path to peace, and maybe that will be an example, good for the jordanians. hope it works out.

* Re:What's truly interesting here by Anonymous Reader (Score:0) 2002.12.24 15:18
  ○ Re:what's truly interesting here by Anonymous Reader (Score:0) 2002.12.25 6:51
  ■ Re:what's truly interesting here by Anonymous Reader (Score:0) 2003.01.13 3:33

**Government** (Score:0)


Why do you talk to the Government? Talk to developers and universities. Governments say what they want or what they are paid for.

Anti-Americanism as an argument? I don't like that but it will unfortunately work. You probably know what it means when the US may prohibit export of software. (nobody cares but that means illegal software use). Same is valid for Mozilla that may not be used in Iran, North Korea... because it is hosted in the US. DMCA problems and so on. Cryptho-technology export. Britik Alan Cox protested by prohibiting patches-use to US-users.

parts of Windows are programmed in Israel. Some arab states may have problems with it. Gates is a jew. Note: I don't like this antisemitism nonsense. Software has to run regardless who wrote it. Software is international.

Open source in General makes your country independent from IT boycott and increases your international relations security.

* Re:Government by Anonymous Reader (Score:0) 2002.12.24 18:36
  ○ Re:Government by Anonymous Reader (Score:0) 2002.12.24 19:10
  ○ Re:Government by Anonymous Reader (Score:0) 2002.12.25 19:01
  ■ Re:Government by Anonymous Reader (Score:0) 2002.12.25 14:22
  ■ Re:Government by Anonymous Reader (Score:0) 2002.12.25 22:44
  ○ Israel nor Gates are the root of evil by Anonymous Reader (Score:0) 2002.12.26 5:29
  ■ Re:Israel nor Gates are the root of evil by Anonymous Reader (Score:0) 2002.12.26 15:21
  ■ Re:Israel nor Gates are the root of evil by Anonymous Reader (Score:0) 2003.01.13 3:55
  ■ Yet another slobbering anti-Semite by Anonymous Reader (Score:0) 2002.12.27 10:21
  ○ Re:Yet another slobbering anti-Semite by Anonymous Reader (Score:0) 2002.12.27 17:55
  ■ cosmopolitism and FOSS by Anonymous Reader (Score:0) 2002.12.30 18:59

**freedom and open source** (Score:0)


I wonder how many developing countries should welcome open source movement before US govt will notice that or will stop ignoring it?

* Re:freedom and open source by Anonymous Reader (Score:0) 2002.12.25 14:06

**A banner statement...** (Score:0)


One of the biggest defenses here is a phrase I've used quite often.

Microsoft (or for that matter any proprietary software developer) has only one reason they're writing software: To make money.

OSS software developers write software to get things done.

Which would you rather invest in?

  ○ Re:A banner statement... by Anonymous Reader (Score:0) 2002.12.25 17:13
  ■ Privacy by Anonymous Reader (Score:0) 2002.12.26 5:10
  ■ s/statement/statements/ - why OSS cannot be killed by leonbrooks (Score:1) 2002.12.25 22:46
  ○ legal weapons by Anonymous Reader (Score:0) 2002.12.26 4:17

**Thanks** (Score:1)

by isam (4173) on 2002.12.24 15:07 (#37663)
Thanks Robin .. indicating that Arabeyes presentation was the most important one is something that we might value .. there is 2-3 little notes about Arabeyes that you mentioned .. Arabeyes is not Jordan-based .. I am a Jordanian and a member in Arabeyes .. other members are spread all over .. infact until now Arabeyes is no-land based :) 

Isam gayazidi

- Re:Thanks by roblimo (Score:1) 2002.12.24 16:21
  - Re:Thanks by Anonymous Reader (Score:0) 2002.12.25 13:59
    - Re:Thanks by roblimo (Score:1) 2002.12.26 11:51
    - Wannabe :-) -- Germany by Anonymous Reader (Score:0) 2002.12.26 12:21
    - Link of official english press release added by Anonymous Reader (Score:0) 2002.12.26 12:31

OPEC vs BSA? (Score:0)

by Anonymous Reader on 2002.12.24 15:51 (#37672)

Maybe OPEC will try retaliatory economic strikes against the US because of the BSA, and then the BSA will be forced to back down.

Wishful thinking, I know.

- Re:OPEC vs BSA? by Anonymous Reader (Score:0) 2002.12.24 16:26
- Re:OPEC vs BSA? by Isam (Score:1) 2002.12.24 16:47
- Re:OPEC vs BSA? by Anonymous Reader (Score:0) 2002.12.24 17:14
- Strike against Iraq by Anonymous Reader (Score:0) 2002.12.24 19:15
  - Re:Strike against Iraq by Anonymous Reader (Score:0) 2002.12.25 4:14
  - Re:Strike against Iraq by Anonymous Reader (Score:0) 2002.12.25 13:51

Now I'm gonna make a new open source business model (Score:0)


1) Write free software.
2) ?
3) Wish everyone a merry Christmas!
4) ProfIt!

Also, imagine a beowulf cluster of Santa Claus!

I think the best present anyone in this business could get is new company strategy and business models so that we could experience the end of the bankruptcy orgy that has been in place for some time now.

Have a good holiday everyone!

- The old bumble bees can't fly argument by Anonymous Reader (Score:0) 2002.12.26 12:53
  - Re:The old bumble bees can't fly argument by Anonymous Reader (Score:0) 2002.12.25 17:40
    - Re:The old bumble bees can't fly argument by Anonymous Reader (Score:0) 2002.12.26 14:10
  - Re:The old bumble bees can't fly argument by Anonymous Reader (Score:0) 2002.12.26 5:54
    - free labour by Anonymous Reader (Score:0) 2002.12.26 10:35
      - Re:free labour by Anonymous Reader (Score:0) 2002.12.26 10:55
      - Re:free labour by Anonymous Reader (Score:0) 2002.12.26 11:10
  - Re:free labour by Anonymous Reader (Score:0) 2002.12.26 12:35

My 5th Linux convert, in two days! Thanks Knoppix! (Score:1)

by Sady (133219) on 2002.12.25 0:35 (#37702)

Four techies are anxious to really see the new Linux server their company has ordered, and the Knoppix CD's I gave them have fanned the fires! Their company is a laser engraving concern with about 30 employees. Small business is where the revolution is going, now that Toyota and Chrysler-Benz have switched.

But, the crowning achievement for Knoppix ( http://knopper.net/knoppix ) is my nephew, a diehard XP Pro advocate, who now is running Knoppix though he has had a copy of Red Hat 8.0 for two months laying on his desk! His ten minutes on Knoppix has convinced him of what he is missing!
Thanks Roblimo (Score:0)
by Anonymous Reader on 2002.12.25 1:03 (#377707)

Thanks for highlighting something about OS activities in an arab country. I read your column since 1998 or so. Being a Jordanian and a user of Linux and other Open Source software I'm happy to see that something is developing in this part of the world with regard to Open Source. The problems that hinder the spreadout of OSS are the same as everywhere else: lack of awareness, de facto Microsoft standard and the fear of change among businesses. Here we don't like M$ for the same reasons we don't like Israel - both use the same tactics: Occupy your land and take your money to finance the occupation!

- Re:Thanks Roblimo by Anonymous Reader (Score:0) 2002.12.25 13:35
- Re:Thanks Roblimo by Anonymous Reader (Score:0) 2002.12.25 16:42
  - Re:Thanks Roblimo by Anonymous Reader (Score:0) 2002.12.25 17:35
    - Babelfish translation by gus3 (Score:1) 2002.12.25 21:37
    - How appropriate to quote the Germans... by Anonymous Reader (Score:0) 2002.12.26 21:16
  - Re:How appropriate to quote the Germans... by Anonymous Reader (Score:0) 2002.12.29 4:07
- Re:Thanks Roblimo by Anonymous Reader (Score:0) 2002.12.26 13:36
- Re:Thanks Roblimo by Anonymous Reader (Score:0) 2002.12.26 13:39

This is why Open Source will succeed eventually. (Score:0)
by Anonymous Reader on 2002.12.25 9:10 (#377721)

Low wages, anti-US sentiment and restrictive licensing mean that OSS will thrive outside the US in the near future.

Cheap hardware will potentially create hundreds of millions of new users in poorer countries. When you are paying wages as small as 50 cents an hour it doesn't really matter how long it takes to learn how to use free software.

When you have hundreds of millions of potential users it is is worth writing software even if only a tiny percentage are paying customers.

- Re:This is why Open Source will succeed eventually by Anonymous Reader (Score:0) 2002.12.25 13:33
- Rational anti-US sentiments by Anonymous Reader (Score:0) 2002.12.25 17:57
  - encryption by Anonymous Reader (Score:0) 2002.12.25 19:09

The microsoft guys had a point ... (Score:0)
by Anonymous Reader on 2002.12.25 12:14 (#377730)

... about the flaws in 'many eyes make bugs shallow'.

It seems to me, and any right-minded thinkers on the subject, that a company that is investing its money and reputation in its software products is going to try harder to stamp out security holes than some random developers spread around the world who are only going to work on little bits of it at a time.

- Re:The microsoft guys had a point ... by Anonymous Reader (Score:0) 2002.12.25 12:36
  - Re:The microsoft guys had a point ... by Anonymous Reader (Score:0) 2002.12.25 13:26
- Re:The microsoft guys had a point ... by Anonymous Reader (Score:0) 2002.12.25 13:49
- Re:The microsoft guys had a point ... by Anonymous Reader (Score:0) 2002.12.26 12:31

fuck linux.com/newsforge/osdn/va software (Score:0)
by Anonymous Reader on 2002.12.25 18:07 (#377758)

Fuck Linux.com/NewsForge/OSDN/VA Software --- get these disgraceful M$ ads of this Linux/Open Source advocating site and stop accepting Microsoft's money at the expense of the Linux community and its development.

- It's the drugs by leonbrooks (Score:1) 2002.12.25 22:59
  - Re:It's the drugs by Anonymous Reader (Score:0) 2002.12.26 4:31
    - Support of M$ for radical hate newspaper by Anonymous Reader (Score:0) 2002.12.26 6:14
- Re:fuck linux.com/newsforge/osdn/va software by Anonymous Reader (Score:0) 2002.12.26 10:14
  - M$ know, they want to pollute the community by Anonymous Reader...
Go for it .. (Score:0)

by Anonymous Reader on 2002.12.26 14:39 (#37852)
I think its a great idea. From what I understand Linux is already very popular in India for THAT reason, its free, easy, and better than M$.

Linux in the third world (Score:0)

by Anonymous Reader on 2002.12.26 16:41 (#37865)
I am generally a fan of Open Source Software but I think that it is not something that should be encouraged in developing countries.

These countries need money coming into their economies more than anything. Its clear to see that this is much harder (if not impossible) with OSS; just look at the fact that there are no OSS companies in existance who are making a real profit. Licenses such as the BSD and GPL in particular make it very hard.

I like Open Source but to encourage it in Third World countries like this would do more harm than good; I think this kind of behaviour immoral. In their developing state we should be encouraging true capitalism.

Promoting freedom in a dictatorship (Score:0)

by Anonymous Reader on 2002.12.27 10:31 (#37940)
When writing about promoting open source and free source software it should be mentioned WHERE this promotion takes place.
Jordan is an oppressive dictatorship and the strangeness of the whole situation - advocating freedom to slaves (AKA as citizens of Jordan) - should be mentioned.
I know it is harder for people like Mr. Miller to view people with good English and no accent as dictators but King Abdullah is a dictator, the offspring of a family of oppressors planted as rulers by the British in the 1930's. I.e., he's not even a home-grown dictator.

Thank you Robin (Score:1)

by norm (#128835) on 2002.12.27 14:54 (#37959)
Thank you for talking about Open Source Software in Jordan, hope to see you again in Jordan.
This is from me and all of the Jordan LUG here in Jordan :) 

Thank you

Linux (Score:0)

by Anonymous Reader on 2002.12.29 14:24 (#38047)

It's this simple.

We must create great apps for Linux so that software of the people, by the people and for the people does not perish from this earth.

These do not have to be free.